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Dedication 
These are the times when pen must fail, when word and wit can 
only falter and fall short. A family, a people, and a race have all suffered 
at the death of John F. Kennedy. 
Dreadful - horrible - incomprehensible; the basest atrocity 
the cruelest inhumanity: adjectives and nouns alike are all stupid, all 
inane. Beyond all paper and print, beyond all eloquence and eulogy is 
the passing of th is man. 
Words do exist, however, that approach and evaluation of the Pre -
ident's meaning for his fellow men. Upon inaugurat ion to the Presidency 
in 1960, Kennedy himself decl ared: "The energy, the faith and the de-
votion which we bring to this endeavor will light our country and all 
who serve it - and the glow from that fire can truly light the world." 
ow, in the tragic course of human events, that fire burns at Ar-
lington. He served his nation in life; he serves it still in death. As long 
as f lag shall fly, as long as torch will burn, the name of Kennedy will 
trul y light the world. 
It is at once with deep sorrow and with true honor, therefore, that 
this issue of the Carroll Quarterly is dedicated to the memory of our 
former president, John F. Kennedy. 
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The Kennedy Image: 
An Afterword 
JOSEPH T. COTTER 
After a week in which she became a legend, hi wife could find only 
one adequate phrase, a line from a Broadway musical: "For one brief 
sh ining moment there was Camelot." 
After a month the public reminiscence of the Kennedy moment has the 
gaiety and splendor of a brilliant comedy of manners, a happy perform-
ance in which even the villains do not merit permanent loathing. Not 
Richard Nixon. Not Roger Blough. Not even Khruschev, who for a 
quiet time joined, somewhat tentatively, the company of civilized men. 
Like all political images, the public portrait of Jack Kennedy was 
almost certainly a product of calculation. The important and revolution-
ary point is that it avoided the stereotypes of political acceptability and 
that it took courage to project such a personality in an age colored by 
cloying togetherness, amiable mediocrit y, and simplistic belligerence. 
Just before Dallas, Dr. Gallup's public filled in the living details of the 
new picture of leadership : " intelligent, dedicated, likeable, cultured, at-
tractive, dynamic, friendly, confident." In three years the Kennedy im-
age changed the face and the faith of American youth. 
Shortly after the inaugural, Robert Frost clarified the structure of 
the image as a tension between "Harvard and Irish." Actually the Ken-
nedy character was the first successfu l fusion of two elements from his 
Boston background: Yankee Brahmini m and Irish pragmatism. The 
basic ingredients of the Kennedy mix are satirically exposed in two Bos-
ton novels: The Late George A pley and The Last Hurrah. 
The President spent rel atively few yea rs in Boston. His residence 
was little more than a mail drop, a legal base from which to run for 
office. His father had actually taken the family from the city in disgust 
a t the traditional Brahmin blocks to Irish intelligence and enterprise. Yet 
the Kennedys were raised on the proper-Boston tradition of public service 
by the rich and well-born. 
The Brahmin heritage can be seen not only in the good tai loring 
and the stoic endurance, the astringent rhetoric and self-mockery, the 
independence provided by trust funds and the loyalty to prep-school 
friends, the deference to elders and the refusal to abide unexamined dog-
mas, the sense of family and the embarrassed distaste for sentimentality. 
Above all, this side of his heritage gave him confidence in the ade-
fouph T. Cotter, all Associate Professor in English, took his Bachelor's 
and Master's degrees from Harvard U11iversity. 
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quacy of a traditional liberal education to meet any public challenge and 
the self-assurance not to be dominated by experts and administrators, in 
the ewman sense of the word : servile men. His one lapse from this 
Brahmin height came at the Bay of Pigs. The trade- chool boys in the 
service to whom he deferred proved to be wrong. The educated men in 
the Kennedy circle saw their amateur forebodings proved disasterously 
right. 
What the Yankee establishment, before the glow of the Kennedy 
image obscured the class and religious divisions of his native state, would 
have called "the mucker line," the Irish heritage of working politicians, 
can be seen in the non subservient, non sentimental Catholicism, the roug-
ish delight in debate coupled with what liberal bewailed as professional 
dista te for any avoidable controversy, and a professional understanding 
of-even a sympathy for-the professional needs and motivations of op-
posing partisans. lronically, it was this attitude of the real pro that en-
couraged the uperannuated pros of the Congress to sink into frustrating 
inertia. 
The Iri h political heritage can be seen in the open pleasure in the 
u e of executive power, the unabashed affection for the amenities of 
office-the indulgence in luxury and splendor without vulgar apology. It 
can be seen in the practical cooleycd concern for the disinherited and 
desperate in our lop idcd economy, the slum poor of Central-Hough 
and the Appalachians; in the ward-boss knowledge that preachments 
from Poor Richard and William Buckley arc no sub titute for food, a 
hospital bed, and decent school. There is a sign of the image of the 
sympathetic ward-boss in the behavior of Lee Oswald's mother, whose 
history demon tratcs a resi tance to institutional help. She came to Wash-
ington in 1961 thinking that a simple phone call would enlist the Presi-
dent's direct aid in finding her son. 
To these traditionally discordant Boston clements fused in a single 
unpreceden ted character was applied in the last ten years the more cos-
mopolitan cataly t of Jacqueline Kennedy, whom it is impossible to im-
agine in Bo ton at all: circulating among the antique tweeds and inherited 
hats of the Chilton Club or amid the ample bosoms and muted minks 
at the clubhouse of the League of Catholic Women. 
The Kennedy Camelot, a high moment in advancing our civilization, 
did not emerge into view until after the election. He had the intelligent 
courage not to re ist or conceal, but to promote civilized entertaining, 
graceful fetes, chamber music, poetry, art, cuisine, and personal sacrifice 
in the cause of peace. As a scrawny, slangy boy at Harvard, Jack Ken-
nedy had lived not among aesthet ics, or intellectuals or political activists, 
but among varsity types. In the White House he had the grace to give 
the arts of high civilization a masculine image. 
The Kennedy Camelot was like Newman's university. It aimed "at 
raising the intellectual tone of society, at cultivating the public mind, at 
purifying the national taste, at supplying true principles to popular en-
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thusiasm and fixed aims to popular aspiration, at giving enlargement and 
sobriety to the ideas of the age, at facilitating the exercise of political 
power, and refining the intercourse of private life." 
The comedy of manners is a fragile form. The old American com-
edy of humors, the drama of reflex action and fixed ideas may well 
continue to run: with the swinish Calibans beyond the fringe who cheer 
a "tyrant's death," and the mulish Lears of the Congress who do not 
want to consider the proposition that all men are created equal in a time 
of mourning, and the rustic budget balancer who fears Uncle Sam will 
get stuck with the gas bill for the eternal flame. 
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By Death Immortal 
CHRISTOPHER R. BEVEVINO 
By death was witnessed the creation 
Of immortal man from human station. 
Being praised in eulogy; 
Laid in state for eyes to see. 
Clutching the widow's wedding band; 
Mourned by men from every land. 
Receiving the salute of a child son 
Buried with heroes in Arlington. 
Marked by the glow of a constant flame, 
The guarantee of enduring fame. 
Giving in life to all of us; 
Given in death to history's trust. 
And yet-
Could we jail to answer the Call 
To weep, to grieve, but most of all 
To learn? 
Incident 
STEVE J. LAUTERMJLCH 
What follows is not a story, and it would be wrong to read it as a 
story. Rather, this is a11 essay, if the word be understood 111 its primary sense, 
an t:ssay in tra11slation. For what is hcir1g attempted here is prt:ciscly a trans-
latiotl of tlu: musical expe.-ience in terms of the literary experit:nce. 
To he concrete, the following is a11 essay to do in words what Acker 
Bilk's guitar rendition o/ "Stranger on the Shore" does in music. 
Speculation has always rtm rnmparll whether· this cotild he done, and 
done effectively. It remains for the reader to decide, tl1en, whether the fol-
lowing "Incident" is a true literary translation of the musical meaning, 
mood, and emotion of "Stranger 011 the Shore." 
Alone on the hore, the young man stares at the setting sun. Round 
and huge and red, the smouldering ball of flame is dragging curtains of 
sky down with it into an ocean of liquid fire. The young man stares on, 
unseeing; and the bottom of the giant sphere of gold begins to melt be-
neath the faint purple haze of the horizon. 
The long black shadows at the young man's back streak farther and 
farther away. They are fleeing the young man, deserting him, leaving 
him alone by the shore and the sea. 
The young man's eyes fall to his feet, to the sand, to the tiny quartz 
crystals glowing red there in the rays of the dying sun. His field of vis-
ion narrows, grows keener and more intense. His eyes focus on one in-
dividual cube. Like a ruby, its corners glitter and flash. He pores over its 
beauty, his vision begins to grow dim, and all detail seems to fade and 
float away into swirling crimson fog. 
The fantasy swims before his mind: he, a speck of sand, ever toss-
ing in horribly steady rhythm to the slow-motion beat of an eerie pag-
eant, ever careening shocklessly between monstrous clouds of billowing 
scarlet mist, until - suddenly be slips, suddenly he falls, suddenly he 
slams in noiseless thud against dull black shadows that do not jar. 
As she turned late that night and began to mount the stairs to her 
apartment, your eyes did not follow her. Instead, your head hung low; 
and while she slowly climbed the tairs, you could only hear the crisp 
sharp clicks her heels made on the hardwood steps. You heard her stop 
at the top of the stairs. Your eyes shot up. The door closed. She was gone. 
Slowly, gradually, the sound of wave lapping shore grows louder, 
filling the young man's ears with gently rolling rhythm, bringing the 
young man gently back to the shore and the sea. The tide is going out. 
For a moment you make no movement. Then you turned and paced 
to the door. As it swung shut behind you, the brass lock snapped into 
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place, and there was a very distinct click. Then nothing. 
The young man's eyes turn to the shore and the sea. They are seek-
ing the sun. One last shaft of deep red yet remains to struggle through 
horizon's purple haze and streak across the sea. It beckons silently to the 
shore and the sand. 
You stumbled down the steps. It was still raining. The sidewalks and 
streets, where not cluttered by soggy leaves, glistened wet in the harsh 
glare of passing headlights. 
The young man stares into the dying sun, into that last lonely ray 
of crimson light. Slowly, unconsciously he moves toward the bore and 
the sea. His eye do not leave the shaft of red. He is drawn to it, almost 
as if it were a very part of him, a very part that were dying. 
You started for the curb to call a taxi, then stopped. Turning back, 
you shoved your fists deep into the pockets of your heavy grey overcoat 
and began to trudge down the street away from town. In the misty gloom 
the street lights glowed pallid, wan. 
The ray grows dimmer, more feeble, as if a tiny candle of fire, the 
shaft of carlet eems to be consuming itself in flame. Weaker and weak-
er it grows, more and more infirm. 
Your eye sought the sky. The heavens were in turmoil. Monstrous 
clouds with billowing white sails slashed across the storming sea; lurid 
jags of lightning, li vid and stark like nerve cords expo ed, ripped through 
the gigantic tapestry; beneath and beyond it all rumbled the cadence of 
muffled thunder. 
The young man reaches the shore. Before him stretches the sea: 
huge, massive overwhelming. As far as eye can sec, all is water, all is 
wave. Only the ray defies the water's infinity. Only the ray dares cross 
the ea, prove it not endless, not boundless, not eternal. 
Your gaze returned to the concrete wet at your feet. Your face 
grimaced, and the feeling grew stronger, viler. 
The shadows at the young man's back are no longer mere streaks: 
they have become huge hulks of black. And now, as each second passes, 
as each successive wave of tide goes out to sea, as the tiny ray slowly 
succumbs more and more to the darkness and night of the sea, the shad-
ows, like some nocturnal monster, grow even larger in size, even blacker 
in hue. 
Again you looked up. The clouds, the lightning, the raging and 
storming heavens all dwarfed you, reduced you pitifully in size. Yet now 
the ray is dying. The young man senses this; and as he watches the shaft 
of fading red recede from him and be swallowed by the sea, he can feel 
the hadows and the sea creep in on him. 
Like an all pervasive cloud, the sea and shadows drift in on 
him, slowly at first, and filter their way through his consciousness. Then 
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they grow, forming like fog over countryside, feeling their way along the 
terrain of his wind, ever spreading, ever diffusing, ever becoming more 
and more pervasive. 
Now, in the soft slow motion of a nascent whirlpool, they begin to 
spin and whirl, ever eddying in and out of the innermost reaches of his 
mind. 
Greys flit through his mind; shapeless forms and figures vanish and 
appear like shadows on a stage. A sickly sour-sweet odor hangs in clouds 
that surround his body and envelope it in their spell. The sound of far-
off quite-near moaning, muffled yet distinct, vibrates in his ears. Over 
and through it all swims the nausea of inadequacy, of insufficiency, of 
failure. 
Suddenly the ray flickers, struggles for life. In final surge, it darts 
across the black a single spearhead of crimson. Then nothing. 
The ray has died. 
All is shadow. 
All is sea. 
Alone on the shore, the young man does not move but only con-
tinues to stare. He is whimpering like a baby. 
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High 
Falstaff; 
or, 
How to Shock 
School English 
C. A. COLOMB!, JR. 
a 
Teacher 
It is very clear to me that the reason the audience at a Shakespearean 
production is continually skimpy is attributed to the groundwork laid by 
well-meaning, naive old women who offer their students the chance to 
hate Shakespeare, and all that he stands for, for life. In that these old 
women know little about Shakespeare's wit, and even less about his 
ability profusely to dispense scatology and jot de rol (i.e., mostly dirty 
words) it is quite understandable that they are unable to teach what they 
do not know. And yet, in glossing over the baser ide of Shakespeare, 
they take from him that playwriting power which used to pack enough 
of a punch to stun the Elizabethan man on the street very effectively, 
and could do much the same to the blue-collar worker of today. 
The nature of this polemic, then, has been established. Admittedly, 
the topic is not new, nor is the knowledge that it has been blatantly 
ignored and misunderstood by old women who teach English; but, as an 
admirer of the fact that the lofty poet, Will Shakespeare, was a great 
enough artist to want to perpetuate "dirty-old-man-ism," I feel a duty 
to extend my effort in aid of this noble gesture. 
The method of my demonstration is clear-for who, of the many 
characters into which Shakespeare has breathed the seamier side of life, 
can lay greater claim to being made of the whole burlap cloth than the 
fat old rogue known as Falstaff? Of all the stage figures given names for 
contemporary Elizabethans by Shakespeare, only the Oldcastle fam ily, 
from which Sir John's physical characteristics are drawn, forced the 
name of Oldcastle to be changed to Falstaff, becau e of the notoriety 
the old fellow gained so swiftly. I'm rather glad the name was changed, 
though, for it has given me untold hours of curiosity in trying to figure 
out whether or not one of the meanings Shakespeare was attempting to 
achieve with this new name might have anything to do with the physical 
description of an old man whose impotence is related to his excess of 
wenching in youth, and the corresponding symbolic fall of sin. At any 
rate, the name of Falstaff has become so related to wickedness clothed 
in frivolity, or just bombast, that the coined adjective "falstaffian" is a 
much-used word, e pecially in relation to stage (and other kinds of) 
gesturing. 
And what was the old fellow like? A picture of him can be readily 
drawn from the scripts of 1 Henry IV, 2 Henry TV, and The Merry Wives 
of Windsor, from which, in exhibition of his wit and uninhibited coarse-
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ness, I shall draw later; but before I begin, let me present to you my 
mental picture of the gross old man. 
Picture, if you will, a sixty-year-old, white-haired man who has an 
overpowering aroma of stale sweat, yesterday's mead , and grease from 
last nights's voraciously consumed capon, mixed together with a raw and 
very cheap perfume (some of it his, and some from the tavern wench, 
Doll Tearsheet, which, come to think of it, is also a very descripti ve 
name). His stained white beard sprouts from a coarse, mottled-red and 
blue-veined, firm ly-fat sk in which crinkles into different and interesting 
mosaics as he ra ises his eyebrows in mock surprise, or bellows out a 
hearty, wine-soaked laugh. His clothing is slightl y out of style for the 
time, and a little worn, speaking of better days when it was new. Of 
course, it is too tight, popping open at the belly and revealing a bit of 
pink tummy through worn Elizabethan-variety longjohns. And the belly 
-oh, what a magn ificent deal of paunch, holding untold quarts of sack, 
shaking in mirth , and a most natural rest to gently hoist and lower folded 
hands during long snores while he sleeps upright on his chair in the 
tavern after a heavy drinking bout. 
Falstaff is the merry yeoman of merry olde England personified, 
and given a titl e which fits well-for who is more apt to be the lordly 
patron of the likes of Bardolph , a lanky, stupid workman whose face is 
pocked with venereal diseases; Peto, a little pig of a chap whose idiocy 
is apparent, and who makes a perfect Mutt to Bardolph's Jeff; and 
Gadshill, a slow-speaking, slow-th inking tavern regular and outright 
thief? Sir John picks up their tab at the Boar's Head, and, in turn, aug-
ments his meager stipend from the Crown with the aid of these half-wits 
on the high road, thievery being Falstaff's avowed vocation; as he pro-
tests to Prince Hal, " 't is no sin for a man to labor in his vocation," so, 
where's the rub? 
Despite this obvious amount of godless living on the part of Sir 
John , one cannot help but like him, for he has an ability to enjoy his way 
of life that makes Beelzebub blush in envy, and forces the audience to 
laugh with him in his wry observations of the dog-eat-dog world in which 
he Jives. He establishes himself in the heart of the audience so well, that 
in his final chronicle scene, when his old friend, Prince H al rejects him 
with the words, "I know thee not, old man. Fall to thy prayers. How ill 
white hairs become a fool and a jester!" the audience usually is seen to 
reach for a handkerchief to dry its eyes. 
The mistake usually made by the old women who introduce Falstaff 
to their students is to be misled by the Sir prefixed to the old man's name, 
for the title is only that-a title, and no more. What the old women 
who teach high school English should reaJly see is a lecherous old rascal 
who is admirable for his penchant in observing the truth about mankind, 
however bluntly he may go about it. Now let's go about demonstrating 
that the preceeding characterization I have given the old fellow is ac-
curate enough to label him a lovable "dirty old man." 
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Old Sir John has a definite dislike for the word "honor" in all of 
its ramifications, and especially as a sham perpetuated by his con-
temporaries for the chance to war on one another. He utters a concise 
and encapsuling statement concerning what he thinks of honor when he 
comes across the dead body of Blunt on the battlefield of Shrewsbury. 
Blunt has died in the service of the king, and lies at Falstaff's feet in the 
grimace of combat, when Falstaff says, "Soft! Who's there? Sir Walter 
Blunt! There's honor for you ... I like not such grinning honor as Sir 
Walter hath. Give me life; which, if I can save it, so; if not, honor comes 
unlocked for, and there's an end." Again, as Prince Hal fights Hotspur 
to the death, Falstaff decides to fake death in order to avoid the sword of 
Douglas, a wild Scottish rebel under Hotspur. H al kills Hotspur and 
di covers old Sir John on the battleground. Thinking he i dead, H al 
leaves him to lie next to Percy in rebel blood, with the line "Embowelled 
will I see thee, bye and bye." When H al has gone and Fal taff, out of the 
corner of his eye, has made sure of it, he comes to life again with these 
word , expressing his ideas on honor and its relationship to death. 
F.mbowcllcd! If thou dost cmbowel me today, I 'll give you leave to 
powder me and cat me, too, tomorrow! S'blood, 'twas time to countcrfict, 
or that hot termagcnt Scot had paid me, scot and lor, roo! Counterfiet? I lic--
1 am no counterfiet. To die is to be a countcrfiet, for he that hath not the life 
of a man is but the countcrfict of a man. But to counterfict dying, when a 
a man thereby liveth, is to be no counterfiet, hut the true and perfect image 
of life indeed . T he better part of valor is discretion, in the which better part I 
have saved my life. 
To show further his disdain for va lor, or honor, Falstaff decides to 
profit on the very vi rtue he has been so pragmatic about. He continues: 
Zounds, I am afraid of that hot gunpowder Percy though he be dc,.d. 
!low if he should counrerficr, too, and rise) I am afra id that he would prove 
the better countcrfict. Therefore, I'll make him sure. Yea, and I'll swear I 
killed him. Why may not he rise as well as I ? Nothing but eyes confutes me, 
and nobod y sees me. Therefore, sirrah (stabbing H otspur in the thigh), come 
you along with me. 
And Fals taff begins to drag off the dead Percy. Prince Hal returns to 
find only one dead man instead of two, and Falstaff immediately makes 
known his designs on honor. 
There is Percy (throwing the body on the ground). If King Henry, your 
father, will do me any honor, so; if not, let him kill the next Percy himself. 
I look to be either carl or duke for this, I can assure you. 
HAL: Why, Percy I killed myself, and saw thee dead . 
FAL: Didst thou? Lord, lord, how this world is given to lying . I grant you, 
I was down and out of breath, and so was he. But we both rose at an instant., 
and fought a long hour by Shrewsbury clock. If I may be believed, so; if not, 
let them that should reward valor bear the sin upon their own heads .... 
Old Sir John's preoccupation with the uselessness of honor is 
brought o ut be t, however, in a speech which he gives ju t before the 
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battle of Shrewsbury, when the prince has left him with the thought that 
he owes God a death and that it would be mo t honorable for him to 
pay this debt in the upcoming battle on the side of the prince and King 
Henry. This speech is often called the "honor speech," and is well-known 
among Shakespearean scholar as that peech which gives the most con-
cise statements of Falstaff's character: 
FAL: (concerning the death which the prince tel ls him he owe~, in quest of 
honor) 'Tis not due yet! I would be loath to pay !lim before His day. What 
need I be so forward with Him that calls not on me? Well, ' tis no matter, 
H onor pricks me on. Yea, but how if honor pricks me off again, having come 
on? How then? Can honor set to (i.e. graft back onto the body) a leg? 
No. Or an arm? o. Or take away the grief of a wound? No. Honor hath no 
skill in surgery, then? No. What is honor? A word. What is that word honor? 
What is that honor ? Airl A trim reckoning! Who hath itl He that died o' Wed-
nesday. Doth he hear it? o. Doth he feel it? No. 'Tis insensible, then? Yea, to 
the dead. But will it not live with the living? No. Why? Detraction will not suffer 
it. Therefore, I'll have none of it. Honor is a mere scutcheon (i.e. a shield used 
at a funeral to cover a dead warrior), and so ends my catechism. 
ls such a view of honor consistent with Falstaff's personality as he is 
seen by others? After all, who but a drunken old lecher could be o com-
pletely pragmatic about honor? Let us look, then, at the Falstaff which 
the high school English teachers ignore; the side of Falstaff which must 
be shown to necessarily support him as an integrally seamy character, 
who in his own corrupt situation is eminently qualified to speak out on 
the sham measures which good society take to rationalize itself into a 
po ition of admirability. What are these corrupt traits of Falstaff? 
Only Falstaff can tell a boldface lie, be di covered in it, and yet go 
unpunished by dismi sing his guill with bomba t and laughter. 
The best example of thi is Sir John's defense of himself in the 
Gadshill robbery. Falstaff and the tavern half-wits had robbed two pil-
grims travelling to Canterbury, and were in turn robbed again, as a joke 
to trap Falstaff, by Poins and the prince. When later confronted with 
the evidence by Prince Hal and Poins at the tavern, and after having 
fabricated the tallest story in history as to the loss of their robbed gains 
by at least three and fifty upon poor Old Jack, Falstaff, to cover up, 
says to Poins and Hal, "By the Lord, I knew ye, as well as He that made 
ye. Should I kill the true Prince?" and thus neatly gets himself off the 
hook. 
Again, at the tavern, Falstaff says that Hal owes him a thousand 
pounds. Hostess Quickly relays this bit of bombast to Prince Hal, the 
prince automatically confronting Sir John with the statement in order to 
trap him. But Old Lean Jack squirms out again, by saying; "A thousand 
pound, Hal? Thou owest me a million! Thy love is worth a million; thou 
owest me thy love!" The outwitted prince is, as usual, left speechless. 
And we have already seen with what convincing bombast the guileless 
old fat man claims the killing of Hotspur. 
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Falstaff's dru nkenness also serves to underline the reprehensible na-
ture of this old man's lovable character. Peto finds, after a drun ken bout 
in which Fa lstaff fa ll s asleep in the tavern , the paper in Falstaff's belt 
which is a list of the bill, or tavern reckonings, which he owes for a 
week's consumption. Prince Hal, whose curio ity has been aroused, has 
Peto read Falstaff's bill aloud: 
Item , a c..1pon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 2 ~ hillin.(IS, 2 pence, 
Item, sauce . . .. . .. . ........ . ........ . ... . ... . . .. . . . 4 pence, 
Item, sack, two gallons .. . .. . . . .... . ...... 5 shillings, 8 pence, 
Item, anchovies, and sack after supper . . . . . . . 2 shillings, 6 pence, 
Item, brc.1d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . half a penny. 
Oh, monstrou ! But a half pennyworrh of bread to this intolerable deal of sack! 
Falstaff himself, in 2 H enry IV, gives a defense of drinking un-
equalled anwhere in the writings of Shakespea re. A young man named 
Colevill e, in bringing Sir John a message of mil itary importance, chides 
him for his drunkenness . The old fellow haughtil y dismisse him, and 
gives defense of his situation in the famous "Sherrissack" speech, saying: 
Good faith, this same young m:.ln, sober-blooded as he is, doth not love 
me, nor a man cJnnot make him laugh - but that's no marvel, he dri nks no 
wine. There's none of these dem ure boys come to any worth, for thin drink 
doth so m·ercool their blood, and making many fi<hmeals, that they fall into 
a k ind of male greens ickness (i.~. a type of anemia found in young, unmarried 
women), and when they marry, they beget wenches. They are generally fools 
and cowards, which some of us should be too, were it not for inflammation. 
A good ,herris sack hath a twofold operation in it. I t ascends into the brai n, 
dries fo r me there all the foolish and dull and crude vapors wh ic h enviro n 
it, makes it lively, qu ick, inventive, and full of nimble, fiery and delcctible 
shapes - which, delivered o'er to the voice, then the tongue, wh ich is the 
voice's birth, becomes excellent wit. T he second property of your excel lent 
sherry is the warming of the blood, which, before cold and settled, left the 
liver white and pale, which is the badge of pusillanimity and cowardice. But 
the sherry warms it and make it course from the innards to the parts of the 
extremes. It illumineth the face, wh ich as a beacon gi,•es warning to all the 
rest of this little kingdom of man to arm. And then the vira l commoners and 
inland petty spirits muster me all to their captain, the heart, who, great, and 
puffed up with this retinue, doth any deed of courage, - and all this va lor 
comes of sherr)'. o that skill in weapon is nothing without sack, for that sets 
it awork, and commences it. Hereof comes it that Pr ince Harry is valiant, for 
the cold blood he did naturally inherit of his father he hath, like lean sterile 
and bare bnd, manured, husbanded and tilled with excellent endeavor, of 
drinking good, and good storing of fertile sherry, that he is become very hot 
and ,·alia nt. If I had a thousand sons, the first humane principle I would 
teach them should be to forswear thin potations, and to addict themselves 
-to sack! 
That which be t e 'empli fies the base nature of this lovable old rep-
robate, however, is his gross speech, which, almost a physical attribute, 
like his protrud ing belly, is firm ground for his character. 
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That this area of his character i ignored for what it is by the high-
school teachers, or glossed over, I would like to demonstrate. 
In the tavern, Falstaff call Hostess Quickly a beast. The prince asks 
what sort of beast, and Falstaff retorts, "Why, an otter!" The prince a ks 
again, "Why an otter, Sir John?" - only to be told, in the pre encc of 
the hostess, by Falstaff, "Why she's neither fi h nor flesh, and a man 
knows not where to have her!" Contrary to what the old women might 
have you believe, Old Sir John i not referring to the classification of 
Linneaus. 
When Prince Hal tries to anger Falstaff with Falstaff's own termi-
nology by calling Falstaff not only a horseback breaker and a huge hill 
of flesh, but also a "bed-presser," he is not referring to Sir John's weight 
alone. Falstaff's reply to the prince's charge - "S' blood, you starveling, 
you eelskin, you dried neat's tongue, you bull's pizzle, you stockfish -
Oh, that I had breath to utter what i like thee - you tailor's yard, you 
sheath, you bowca, e, you vile standing tuck!"- docs not consi t merely 
of metaphors referring to feminizing apparatus used in homemaking, or 
other equally ludicrous explanations given by these ancient high-school 
teachers; the e metaphors arc what they arc, and by this Elizabethan gut-
ter talk, Falstaff is likening Hal to the male and female reproductive 
organs. The fact of the matter is that Shakespeare did precisely this to 
entertain the groundlings in his theatre, whether or not the sensibilities 
of schoolmarms could withstand the onslaught or not. This type of lan-
guage has a certain broad appeal that not only made Shakespeare's 
writing commercially very marketable, but also remains artistically in-
tegral not only to Falstaff's character, but as part of the relationship of 
low to high which Shakespeare establishes between Falstaff and Hal, and 
which sets up the reconversion of Hal when he takes on the kingship as 
Henry V, banishing his bad reputation as a prince with its symbol, and 
scapegoat, Falstaff. 
In conclusion, my only hope is that our advanced technology soon 
produces a time machine; for as soon as this happens, I have vowed that 
I shall firmly grab hold of the nearest old lady who teaches what she 
assumes to be high-school English, and board at the time machine. When 
we arrive at London of 1603, we shall cross the Thames into the red-light 
district of the times, where the Globe was also, and not coincidentally, lo-
cated, and enter a pub near the theatre. There, I shall ferret out for this 
old woman a groundling who has just come from Will Shakespeare's 
theatre, having seen Falstaff in all his glorious drinking, robbing, wench-
ing, and foul-mouthing reality, and ask this groundling, in the presence 
of the woman, what he remembers about the old man he has just seen 
cavorting around the stage for three hours. When the woman has reached 
the proper level of blushing, tremor, and eye-openess, I shall firmly guide 
her back to the twentieth century, where I shall deposit her at the office 
of her principal. I shall take my leave after hearing her inform the prin-
cipal, in a trembling voice, I assume, of radical changes in her lesson 
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plans concerning Shakespeare. I also guarantee that attendance at Shake-
spearean festivals will begin to swell noticeably with high-school, and 
then college students, and finally with old women, to the point that even 
Time will devote some tongue-in-cheek space to the phenomenon, report-
ing that, believe it or not, people leaving the theatre in ever-greater num-
bers, when interviewed, admit that they have actually enjoyed Shake-
speare. 
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Reverie 
STEVEN J. LAUTERMILCH 
a whispered breath 
the night wind sighing 
the brush of lips 
a blossom bursting 
love speaks love's name: 
a memory lisped, 
it lingers and twists, 
a melody caught 
on the mists of the mind 
an echo soft 
a perfume haunting 
the troth of love 
a beauty unending 
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And What Is Love 
L. R. E. 
Love is work, conjoined with imagination, 
With need, with crying through lonely nights; 
It begins with a glance, the suggestion of 
A glance and ends in the full assurance of a lifetime. 
It is the taste of something sweet and bitter, 
Rough and smooth, and always anguished; 
It is an emptiness and filledness 
Bruising each other; it is both truth and 
Falsehood fashion ed in holy relationship, 
To be sworn on, by, for ... 
It is yesterday, today, and tomorrow 
Crowded into one room, frying in an oid 
Pan alongside of supermarket fish; 
It is to exist in and for and beyond someone, 
Something, everything; it is anger and hurt 
And vicious words lost in a final staggering blow; 
It is home and faith broken, scattered, 
Sacrificed at the altar of reality; 
The most difficult of tasks 
In the end as in the beginning 
Something intimate necessary to life. 
#JJ 
L. R. E. 
I shall 
Take down the lightning from the sky 
Take it down 
And bury it deep in the breast of the earth, 
And take down the stars, one by one, 
Until- there is only darkness left. 
If in this deep My-created solemnity 
You reach out across the oceans of space 
And take hold of Me, 
I will be the light 
I will be the lantern by which you see 
I will f lame up tortuously 
And open up this darkest night into day, 
The light will run ragged from these parched lips 
Will fly out surrounding you, 
I will pull you down into M e 
Into the burning core that is Me. 
Though the lightning now is forever gone 
I laboriously, for you, replace each star 
While a small and careful voice cries within M e . 
This is a beginnning 
This is the beginning . 
L. R. E. are the initials of an Evening College Stlldent majoring in tile 
Classics. 
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A Delayed Reaction to 
Carrabine the Letter of Mr. 
RICHARD A. SCHUCHERT, S. J. 
Editor's Note: In the May issue of the SUNDOWNER, Mr. Louis Carra-
bine, Lecturer in English, wrote a guest article entitled "A Letter to an 
English Major." His article, dealing mainly with the problems prospective 
English teachers will face, listed the Third Edition of the MERRIAM-
WEBSTER DICTIONARY as one of the "enemies" the future teachers 
will confront. The Third Edition, he asserted, perpetuates the "grubby, 
the shoddy, the tawdry" in language. Father Schuchert answers M r. 
Carrabine with a defense of the new MERRIAM-WEBSTER DICTION-
ARY. 
"If the trumpet give an uncertain sound, who shall prepare himself 
to the battle?" (1 Cor. 14: 18) In his "Letter To An English Major" 
(SunDowner, May 1963) Mr. Louis Carrabine's sound was not uncertain. 
He seems to fear that the world of letter is sliding to hell, and he doesn't 
want young Joe to lose his scholarly soul. Being a language purist, he 
points out like any good Puritan the straight and narrow which leads to 
salvation. It's tough, but "there is no royal road to learning" and "knowl-
edge hath a bloody entrance." 
Does Mr. Carrabine fear that "the bounded waters/ Should lift 
their bosoms higher than the shores/ And make a op of all this solid 
globe?" (Troilus and Cressida) At any rate Joe is urged to take up arms 
against a sea of troubles: "Let the hackles on your neck rise and let your 
stance become a fighting one." It i no uncertain trumpet. 
I wonder, however, if the cause is always worth raising a lot of 
hackles. I have only one scholarly life to give for my faith, and I 
regret this limitation only if the dogmas of my faith square with the 
facts . I am ready to sacrifice, but only for real value. I have read in the 
Sunday papers and elsewhere that many people have been handing over 
their life savings for a little grey ranch house in the West, which was 
really a mirage on the Arizona desert. It's true that many things which I 
myself learned in school made a bloody entrance. It didn't even train 
my mind, and the ascetic of pain didn't train my will. In our academic 
programs even in the humanities we should want to be realistic. 
During the presidential campaign of 1960 Mr. Nixon attempted to 
make a political issue out of the language of Mr. Truman. Mr. Kennedy 
replied to Mr. Nixon that while his own style was different from Mr. 
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Truman's, he was reluctant to condemn Mr. Truman's. Kennedy would 
be ridiculous if he talked like Truman, and vice-versa. The personalities, 
the cultural, geographical, and educational backgrounds are quite dif-
ferent. All things con idercd, however, candidates Truman and Kennedy 
at different time communicated to the American people more effectively 
than their individual antagonists Dewey and ixon. They did it against 
great political odds. 
That form of English must be con iclcrcd best which in a given 
situation effects the highest degree of social cooperation. Basically 
language is an arbitrary system of vocal symbols used by a community 
to carry on their activities. Standards in language there certainly are, 
but the standards are relative. The study of language does not lend 
itself to the absolutism of dogma. Language is too intractable. 
On a tour the late president was greeted at a California stopover 
with a placard urging "MORE VIGAH 0 CUBER." To say that the 
Westerner with his "vigor" and "Cuba" is right and the Easterner is 
wrong, is absurd. It depends on where you're from . either is absolutely 
right or wrong. Both arc correct, relatively speaking. Standards of pro-
nunciation there certainly are, and the foreigner learning English has 
quite a trugglc. But our concepts of language standards cannot be as 
clear and distinct a the concepts of metaphysics. 
Traditional grammarians have their long tradition, which reaches 
to the origins of Western literature, the golden age of Greek culture 
and Roman empire. The traditionalists, however, might profit from a 
look at the roots of their own tradtion. For example, Quintilian says 
that "language is based on reason, antiquity, authority, and usage." 
He means Aristotelian logic (analogy), etymology, the dicta of the 
grammarians and rhetoricians like himself, and finally the speech of 
real people. Quintillian proceeds immediately to re-arrange his own 
doctrine by putting usage first: "'The judgment of a supreme orator is 
placed on the same level as reason, and even error brings no di grace, 
if it results from treading in the footsteps of such distinguished guides. 
Usage, however, is the surest pilot in speaking, and we should treat 
language as currency minted with the public stamp." (Institutes, I, 6) 
Horace is more succinct: "Use is the judge and law and rule of speech." 
(A rs Poetica, 72) 
Language constantly changes. The change is a directional drift, 
not a corruption. The standard form of any language is that dialect 
which is used by those who carry on the affairs of the community. It 
becomes the prestige dialect because of the prestige of those who use it. 
Mr. Carrabine reports that "children no longer talk like children." 
He probably means that children don't talk the way they did when be 
was a kid. No two generations ever spoke the same language. Our 20th 
century, moreover, is an age of headlong social and technological change. 
But Mr. Carrabine has the conscience of a conservative. He is the human-
ities, own Barry Goldwater, but I also like Holden Caulfield. 
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Realistic standards in language have ocial rather than moral 
significance. [ am amazed at the umbrage and even apoplectic moral 
indignation roused by deviation from standard English. The seizures 
do show how language profoundly affects our psychological processes, 
including emotions. It is, after all, this very resentment and consequent 
alienation which in real life provide the only effective sanction for 
preserving group standards. If a person really belongs, he speaks the 
language of his group. Other forms of reprisal, even the threat of low 
grades, don't seem to effect any really permanent change in language 
habits. 
D's and F's must be given where they are deserved, but I suggest 
th at the way to change the habits of students in speech and writing is 
not by moralizing, not by ridiculing, and not by threatening. ("20 points 
off for each dangling participle.") Many young people are unconsciously 
anti-social. They are inclined to be radical. At heart they often resent 
the power of the establishment. 
The really effecti ve English teacher, to my mind, is one who brings 
his tudents to the point where they spontaneou ly want to identify 
with the leaders of the community and desperately want to be so identi-
fied. They come to realize that only from this position can they exert their 
own influence for good. All this can hardly be done unless the leaders, 
including teachers, arc intcre ted in the real world and speak the language 
of that world. Mr. Micawber had his own high standards of usage, but 
they were hardly realistic and he was hardly a leader. 
A few critics have advised us in print not to sell or otherwise 
dispose of our copies of the Merriam Web ter Second Edition. I don't 
have a personal copy, but what to do with the old Second is a problem 
which will solve itself. The Second was published about 30 years ago. 
Scripture schola rs have aid that each generation of Christians must 
translate the Bible afresh. I think the dictionary too must be revised 
in each generation. Webster 2 is not merely out of date, but if one only 
keeps it in the family as an heirloom, it will gradually rise in historical 
and monetary value like Sam Johnson's First. 
The editors of Webster 3 have been acc u ed of lamentable failure . 
With something like the odium th eologicum they are charged with philo-
logical here y and treason. The New York Times was harsh in its judg-
ment: "Its appearance is bound to cause dismay ... among all those who 
seek more in a dictionary than mere mechanical registering of how 
Polly Adler, Art Linkletter and even bona fide writers use the language." 
(10/ 12/ 61) 
Note that Adler and Linkletter are not cia ified as bona fide 
writers. The two have written some wide selling books, however. I know 
from the context what the Times means about Art Linkletter, and it is 
not a slur on his personal character. I believe that the Times only means 
to say that Linkletter is no matster in the world of English letters. Yet 
I cannot defend the Times' use of bona fide in this sense, out of any 
dictionary on o r nca r my desk. Web ter's cw World, fo r exam p!c, suys 
that the phrase means " in good fa ith ; witho ut d i honesty, fraud, or de-
ceit." Mr. L inkletter is vulnera ble, but I am sure the Times does not 
\\ish to charge him in hi writi ng with lack o f good fa ith, o r with d is-
honesty, o r fraud , or lack of earnest int en t, etc . 
It is an educational object lesson. We ought not to be too dogmatic 
about language. o dictiona ry can be absolutely exhaustive and ab olutc-
ly precise. The vocabulary o r a language is an open-ended and cont inu-
o usly changing system. It is dynamic. It simply cannot be sta ticall y cod-
ified within the covers of any one reference book. 
Every word in the conc rete derives its meaning fro m its context. 
In this sense eve ry word in every utterance modifies the mean ing of 
every other word in the utterance. Words don' t get their meanings from 
a dictiona ry. Ultimately a word means just what the social group intends 
it to mean, though often the user's intention may be vague, eq uivocal, 
jocose, dishonest, rude, or lewd. 
Not even the editors of the . Y. Times can be statically consistent 
(• mong themselves. l happened across another editoria l from 50 years 
ago. It is entit led "T he Verb ' to film ' ." It begins with thi realistic ob-
s~.:n at ion and common sense concession: 
The \crh "to fillll .. h;l\·ing g-J incd curre ncy, it rnu-.t be gran:fully :ulmiuc.:d 
to the lan).! Lngc. It will ~nun he in the ".uhanccd .. dictionJric.: -. 3nd it mu't 
be n.:cog111zcd. '1 he old idea of prott·ctinK the En,t{li,h bngu.t.~C from in \ a'am 
is extinct. 5/ 26/ 14) 
The assignin g of a status label to each entry in the dictionary is a 
puzzlement, espec ial ly ·o in a language with the world-wide geographical 
spread of English in an age of almo t univcrs::I lite racy in that English 
speak ing world . The edito rs of Webster 3 have dropped the formerl y 
used label "colloq uial" as a d istinct ive classification, fo r the sim ple reason 
that all scientific language analysis is now ba ed ultimatel y on actual 
speech, as d istinct fro m writing, which is derivative. To d i sr ingu is~1 a 
word in isolatio n as formal, colloquial, o r formal col loqui al is o bject ively 
impossible. o two person wi ll agree on labeling any li t of isolated 
words. Even so , the editors have done their best on departures from the 
standa rd . They distinguish obsolete, archa ic, slang, substandard , non-
standa rd , and perha ps a dozen geograph ical d ialect . Besides that. the 
words usuall y considered obscene a re tagged as such . 
Another com pla int is tha t Web ter 3 is o liberal that it cannot be 
s:.fely used as a guide in wri ting. The fact is that no really wort hwhile 
piece of writi ng was ever done out of a d ictionary. T here is no substi tute 
lor being at home with the language, having a feel for it. Boys in Jesuit 
h igh chools do the ir Latin theme ("Take the first J 0 sentences for 
ho-m<:l.\ ork' ') out of bi-lingual dictionaries, but nobody ever sa id that they 
produce decent Lati n. I use an English dictiona ry as a help in my read-
ing, not as a guide in my writing-except fo r spelli ng. I don' t want to be 
ostracized , and I feel the soc ial p ressure. In a sim ilar way I su ;Jposc that 
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many typesetters are troubled with syllabification. I solve that problem 
for myself by never dividing a word at the right margin. 
Mr. Carrabine says that "to cite, as the Third does, authors like 
Mickey Spillane and Polly Adler, even for purpo es illustrative of cur-
rent popularity, is an offense as well to good taste as to sound scholar-
ship." T can see how quoting Spillane could be an offense to good ta te 
-at least to somebody's good taste-but since there is no disputing 
tastes, I transmit that one. But I don't see how such a citation for pur-
poses illu trative can possibly offend sound scholarship. I expect the 
editors of a modern dictionary to give me the facts about modern lan.gu-
age, warts and all. 
Even the warts are often colorful, and sometimes very effective and 
not at all offensive. There is Sam Goldwyn (include me out), and John L. 
Lewis (we disaffiliate), and King Levinsky (1 should have stood in bed). 
The person offended by Spillane in the 20th century-bow would he 
have handled Chaucer in the 14th, Shakespeare in the 16th, and the 
Earl of Rochester in the 17th? The first two would probably be bowdler-
ized and the last one burned. 
In Mr. Carrabine's own carefully composed letter to Joe the English 
major there are several places where his diction cannot be justified by 
appealing to Webster' Second Edition. A check shows no such entries as 
Big Lie, audio-visual, or tractor-trailer. The "hackles" which he conjures 
on young Joe's neck are not listed in the Second. Only Webster's Third 
allows this word to be used with reference to a human being. Please 
understand I am not complaining about Mr. Carrabine's diction. 1 find it 
quite natural. [ only criticize his hard opinion of the Third. 
Mr. Carrabine says that "whether we like it or not, the Merriam 
Company has a standard to uphold." I would rather say: Whether we like 
it or not, the Merriam Company set itself a task-to report as accurately 
as po sible the facts of mid-20th century English. I might contest this or 
that question of fact, but that's not hard at all. You can do that much 
with a few items in any encyclopedic reference book. What I am grate-
ful for is that the Merriam Company set for itself the task it did-to 
give us the facts. 
The problem of language usage is a cultural problem, not a moral 
one. Because our civilization is faced with genuine problems of morality, 
where the i sues are eternal, I find that I don't get too much excited over 
merely cultural values. Cultural patterns a such-including language, 
the most intricate of all-are morally neutral. Purely cultural values are 
therefore relative values. One culture is not intrinsically better than an-
other. These are the metaphysical facts of life, and they provide the 
premi ses for a sane, realistic, tolerant evaluation of anyone's native 
language or dialect. Where we find the usage of educated people, of the 
leaders in our ociety, to be divided, we ought to be free to follow either 
side. 
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The first batch of freshman themes collected by a teacher do usually 
contain some appalling paragraphs, or lack of any paragraphing. ft is my 
observation, however, that the teacher of freshman Engli h has the basic 
problem of getting hi students to express a fresh idea, or emotion, or 
point of view, or argument, with the certain freshness of diction. What 
has appalled me is the bunkum in those bi-weekly compositions ("Write 
about 500 words"). But the philogogical grand inquisitor and the missing-
comma hawkshaw will hardly stimulate lively idea . Inquisitors and 
detectives are inhibitors. 
It is true that many undergraduates hate freshman English. Alas 
many teachers hate it too. It may also be true that what elicits the hate of 
both parties is that some of the doctrines preached are phony. Under-
graduates may not be cheerful about the two-year English requirement, 
but they are not indifferent in principle to language tandards. Quite the 
contrary. Some may be rebels at heart, but there is al o a more subtle 
danger. In a mobile society, with the struggle for status and the impor-
tance of image, there is pressure to conform. A certain danger lies in 
the direction of linguistic neurosis. You get people thinking so much 
about the rules, they slide into hyper-correction. They are so ashamed of 
their natural speech, and are dearly anxious to appear to be what they 
aren't really. "Just between you and T, dearie ... "-that ort of thing. 
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Sicut Domino placit 
JOEL M. DEUTSCH 
Given. the fact of 
Darwin 
Perhaps the fact of 
God 
(verbalize lies) 
Given the fact of 
Freud 
(rationalize lies) 
Let us say: 
all lies. 
There is a happiness in 
sitting quietly 
awaiting false messiahs 
Challenging no gods, 
Crying: 
we are all gods; 
Submitting joyfully 
to profane crucifixions 
with borrowed nails 
Given Fate 
-or perhaps 
Job 
(verbalize lies) 
Given Godot 
-wait patiently 
(rationalize lies) 
and whisper 
mystic monologues 
to acquiscent darkness 
.. 
Man Two Views on 
And Suddenly a Third 
EDWARD J. BIRDY 
The conception of man in literature until recently has been a two-
sided tale. In one sense he is viewed through the disciplined order of 
classicism; in another, through the whimsical fancy of romanticism. The 
study of these two basic concepts concerning the nature of man, then, 
serves as the very foundation upon which the literary criticsm of West-
ern civilization was built. 
But perhaps no two terms have been more sorely interpreted than 
classicism and romanticism. At once the dilettante or would-be expert 
in literary criticism might view cla sicism as a notion of conformity real-
ized and perfected some time during the course of the eighteenth cen-
tury. On the other hand, romanticism, with regard to literary criticism, 
has been falsely confined to a period of some thirty years when the wis-
dom of Wordsworth, Keats, and Byron penetrated the very atmosphere 
of thought of their age. Both concepts are misleading; neither is suffi-
cient for an adequate under tanding of man as viewed in literature. 
Hence, a prime distinction and a preci e terminology must be ren-
dered in discus ing classicism and romanlicism. To understand what is 
entailed in such classifications requires an expansion in terminology. ot 
classicism, but philosiphical classicism; not romanticism but rather philo-
sophical romanticism. The very term philosophical adds a totally new 
and all-encompassing connotation to these respective terms. fn this sense, 
one is speaking of a concept, not of an age; for philosophical classicism 
and philosophical romanticism transcend the very idea of an age-more 
precisely, these two totaUy opposing views of man's nature do not belong 
to one age but rather to all ages. They relate, in effect, the views of man's 
nature from the inception of the written word down to the present day. 
Who is the philosophical classicist? Jn the words of T. E . Hulme, 
he is one who contends that "man is an extraordinarily fixed and limited 
animal whose nature is absolutely constant." "Jt is only by tradition and 
organization," he continues, "that anything decent can be got out of 
him." The implication of these statements deserves some consideration. 
As the classicist sees man, he is a creature endowed with an intel-
lect and free will. Hence, becau e of his free will and the capacity to 
choose that accompanies this, he must be held "morally culpable" for 
his act ions. Thus, when Shakespeare presents Macbeth as a tragic figure, 
he is careful to note the choice which lies before Macbeth-should he 
heed the prophesies of the wierd sisters and in so doing bring about his 
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destruction or, as a rational human being, a man exercising his capacity to 
reason, take the "mumbo-jumbo" of black magic for what it is-super-
stition and sheer lunacy. But Macbeth is an ambitious man, one given 
over to his egotistical delusion of grandeur. He decides, under no appar-
ent moral compulsion, and as a result effects his very downfall. Hence, 
where docs the blame lie? Shake peare, the classicist, puts the blame 
where it rightly belongs- into the hands of Macbeth. 
The implications of philosophical classici m, however, do not end 
at this point. Because of original sin man is not born into what we might 
term the state of innocence. As a result, he not only is susceptible to evil, 
he propends toward it! One asks, is this view not one grounded in pessi-
mism? Term it what one might, but realistic and reasonable appear to be 
more cogent explanations of the classical view in literature. What man 
can say with a sincere heart that he is free from temptation? What man 
can be so imprudent to deny the "apparent joys" of vice? "Fool!" said 
my muse to me, "look in they heart and write" (Sir Philip Sidney: As-
trophel and Stella)--man, we say, look at thyself and attest to thy true 
nature! 
Philosophical romant1c1sm, however, po e the oppo itc view re-
gard ing man's basic nature. F inding its most eloquent spokesman in the 
person of Rousseau, a man much younger than the idea itself, the ro-
mantic conception is a view of man found to be by nature intrinsically 
good. Again, in the words of T . E. Hulme, man is "an individual, in in-
finite reservoir of po sibilities; and if you can o rearrange society by the 
destruction of oppressive order then these possibilities will have a change 
and you will get Progress." If the classicist looks upon man as a fixed, 
rigid sh ip traversing a well-traveled route to a somewhat well-known 
port, the romanticist sees him a an unbounded sea extending beyond 
the scope of a horizon. To the romanticist, a man i limitless, a reservoir 
of possibilities. All one can be sure of is his goodness, a nature which he 
him elf cannot destroy. The destruction, in effect, must come about 
through the in titution of a corrupting ociety. Left in his original state 
of innocence-and note, the philosophical romantic docs not hold the 
effect of original sin- man will develop unblemished, unaffected by arti-
ficially, hence his in trinsic goodness. 
But can a reasonable mao side with the views of the philosophical 
romanticist? Has experience dictated to humanity that its development is 
indeed indebted to fate? Has history ever shown us a time when a civil-
ization or a society brought about man's destruction? Is one not more 
apt to thin k that man has brought about the de truction of civilization 
or society? A society can only be built by man. Society is man in any 
stage of his development. Is it not reasonable to contend, then, that only 
man can destroy this product of his own making? 
Becau c philosophical romanticism pervades the stream of literature 
in contemporary civilization, something must be said regarding its effect 
upon modern man ' method of reasoning as experienced in his literature. 
Man's relationsh ip to his Creator has been altered. That old-time idea of 
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religion, so vehemently upheld by the classicist, is gone. Agnosticism has 
come to take its place. As Hulme notes, "you don't believe in a God, so 
you begin to believe in a heaven on earth." And if man is not responsible 
for his actions, he must, of necessity, relinquish his claim to a noble na-
ture and boldly wear upon his che t the brand of mediocrity. To the 
philosophical romanticist, man is no better, no worse, than Miller's Willy 
Loman. He might posses infinite possibilities of greatness, but who, ac-
cording to the romantic, would care to rise higher than poor Willy? If 
man is doomed by fate, why should he aspire to a higher station in life? 
Let him revel in his pig pen of mediocrity! He i content; he is good; he 
is happy-what more could he desire? 
The consequences of the waging battle between these two opposing 
camps has had a special significance upon the very meaning of communi-
cation. As the grandfather of literary viewpoints, philosophical classici m 
has been strong in maintaining that the basic purpose in art of any re-
pute is an intrinsically woven communication between the writer as an 
artist and his audience, the reader, through the medium of his art, the 
written word. Aristotle himself noted the importance of communication 
in stressing the writer's obligation to "imitate" and imitate in such a 
manner that the reader or audience will experience "the proper purgation 
of emotions." But even more important is Sir Philip Sidney's insistence 
upon the necessity of literat ure serving as a medium "to instruct and to 
delight." Thus, the philosophical classicist has held down through the 
ages that literature must endeavor to "instruct and to delight." 
But the ph ilosophical romanticist somewhat altered the conventional 
view of literature. As Poe expres ed this somewhat paradoxical concept, 
"art is for the sake of art." Hence, the writer's responsibility to hi au-
dience has been conveniently abolished. His total obligation now rests 
upon his ability to represent his ideas in writing. The link between the 
writer and his reader is no longer held to be necessary. Whether you 
understand what he is saying or I understand what he is endeavoring to 
put forth-this is not important. If the writer is pleased, his goal has 
been realized! hence, art for the sake of art. While the philosophical 
classicist holds to his conviction that art is an expressive form of com-
munication, the philosophical romantici t disregards the notion of com-
munication, affirming quite vehemently his desire to satisfy his egotisti-
cal self. 
In considering the form or the idea behind the writer's endeavors 
it becomes evident that the romantic has successfully dispelled the con-
ventional notion of a pre-conceived idea or moral from his work. It ap-
pears, as evident in the somewhat obscure poetry of T.S. Eliot, that if 
the basic idea or thought behind the artist's work is not present at thv 
outset of his writing, it can always be conveniently abstracted from the 
work once it has taken form . More specifically, what the philosophical 
romanticist appears to be saying is that " if I had no aim or purpose when 
I began to write, I'll find one for you when I'm finished." If the classi-
cist holds that the writer must think, then write, the romantic appears 
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to say "write, write, satisfy your fancies, then think, think, think." But 
what happened to the reader? The writer in the classical vein thought 
about him before writing; the writer in the romantic vein considered him, 
if at all, only upon the completion of his work. 
The battle continues even today, but, again, not without consequenc-
es. Suddenly another member has been added to the company of the 
"dueling duo." No longer can one look upon man's nature in two re-
spects-a more vicious, more pervading considerating of man is vying 
competitively for recognition. Soviet realism, as the trend has become 
known in Russian circles of literature, i emphasizing a somewhat ques-
tionable a pect of man's nature-his gullibility. The Party controls liter-
ature; the Party dictates the method for its development in writing. 
Leonid Leonov, perhaps most noted among the modern Soviet real-
ists, exemplifies how one man in his writing can be made to sacrifice hi 
creative genius "for the good of the Party." Leonov began as most writ-
ers, delving into the realm of psychological fantasy with The Wooden 
Queen, The Jack of Diamonds, and Valya's Doll; but the Party recog-
nized the potential of a creative genius: hence, he was dangerous. How-
e\ er, in 1930 Soviet River and in 1931 The Locusts were pulished, and 
now the main characters were definitely typical Communist leaders. To 
l:lCcomplish their government projects they surmount appalling natural 
ob tacles and sweep aside the entrenched hesistance of the old order. 
Leonov had, therefore, changed his literary point of view. ow it may 
be that Leonov decided that Communism was good government and that 
socialism was good literature; at least, the gullible reader would like to 
think this. But careful analysis would probably conclude that Leonov 
simply decided that writing under the dictates of socialist realism was 
better than not writing at all. " Tf you can't fight them, join them." 
onetheless, the question remains: is Leonov a better or poorer 
writer for having chosen to place his literary vehicle in the confining 
bonds of Soviet realism? The majority of his Rus ian readers would 
probably say that he has become a greater artist; for now his creative 
talent has been harnessed to the greatest of all goals, the glori fication 
2nd perpetuation of the supreme Soviet State. But a careful consideration 
of the point in question would yield the conclusion that such dictatorial 
restriction would of nece sity greatly curtail a writer's scope as a creative 
artist, for socialist realism and creativity are incompatible. The writer's 
art must be a culmination of his experience and his education coupled 
with and illuminated by the spark of hi own genius. But the Soviets 
have successfully monopolized upon the basic gullibility evident in an 
emotional, though non-intellectual , reader and in turn have dictated what 
jargon the writer is to feed him. As a result, the artist becomes a mechan-
i m, his reader a deluded, unknowing specie of humanity. If the writer 
passes off a story which contains a moral , not quite accepted by the 
writer himself, the form of communication between the writer and the 
reader is abolished. He no longer is the originator of the idea, only the 
conveyor; hence, no art. Even if he firml y believes in what he writes, 
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one would question the validity of his literature. In effect, can we term 
this new view toward mao literature? For literature, if its creative force 
has been infringed upon and smothered by the dictates of a philosophy 
which has nothing to do with literature, and, for that matter, which has 
nothing to do with reality, does injustice to the very name. 
Once there were two, and now there are three. The story of man's 
nature finds no end to its expression in literature. But man's nature, by 
definition, must remain constant. He is unchanged, though views of him 
may vary. Man is reasonable; this fact one experiences every day of his 
life. Throughout history man has returned to the wisdom of his classical 
fathers for guidance. It seems apparent, then, that their advice with re-
gard to the literary depictment of mao's nature should in no way be 
slighted. A return to reason and the knowledge and wisdom of the men 
who molded our culture-a return to the philosophical classicism they 
took such pride in expressing in literature-this, above all, seems to be 
the only hope for a reasoned, sensible literature of the future. 
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Lord Chesterfield's Night Thoughts 
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JEROME L. WY A T 
I fell into pondering tonight , 
a thing I seldom do, mainly 
because of the pain that is surely 
bound to ensue, about my unsingular 
plight, but just as singularly 
disliked all the same. Shakespeare's 
sonnets treat the sensation , namely 
that terrible trepidation which man 
feels upon growing old and nearing death. 
Evanescent evenings, or so they seem, 
spent at sonnambulistic supperparties 
are mine, where fat, frumpish hosts make toasts, 
and blatantly boast their wit and wide-
spread esteem, where young gallants gaily 
mingle with measured steps among savory 
and dawdling brunettes, wearing upon their 
faces a flag of truce, but really wanting 
only to seduce the too wary wenches. Ah yes, 
such is the sad substance of my life. Yet , 
as I told my son in my letter last night, 
though steep'd in sin, my memories sustain 
m e still, fo r I have fe lt the sweet, warm thighs 
of mellowed maids on cold and wintry nights, 
when the mistress moon seemed to m/e the sky, 
and forbid the sun, her serf, to show. Oh, 
I have run with the pack upon hyacinth hills, 
my loins also aching from that potent seed, 
saved for the propagation of that peculiar 
breed, the bastard. And I have assiduously 
shunned the words of pietistic prudes who 
say that pleasure should be subdued if 
one's soul is to be saved. And now, 
as the twilight of my life beckons me 
to repen t and footfalls cease to sound, 
and Death has begun his silent round, 
I still strangely find (to the confusion of 
my mind) the fusion of flesh the unabashed balm 
to my wounded ways. 
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Albee and the Absurd 
EDWARD KELLY 
Recently in Cleveland a play called Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf 
ran for one week at the Hanna. Although this particular play doe not 
cling rigidly to the principles of the Absurd Theatre, it was written by 
Edward Albee, a leading proponent of this style. The Theatre of the Ab-
surd is a uniquely devastating development of twentieth century dramatic 
art. Absurd Theatre does not argue the absurdity of the human condi-
tion; rather, it presents this absurdity as existing. An existentialist play-
wright like Sartre would also argue that existence comes before e sence, 
but he would present these ideas in plays with brilliantly drawn charac-
ters who reflect the old convention that each human being is a core of 
immutable, unchanging essence. There would be, then, a dichotomy be-
tween the medium of expression and the thought expressed. However, 
such a contradiction cannot and does not exist in absurdism. The ab-
surdity of existence, the major premise of the Absurd Theatre, is ex-
pressed in the play by characters who are absurd. Thus, the Theatre of 
the Absurd achieves a unity of ba ic as umptions with the form or me-
dium through which they are cxpres ed. But what is an audience to make 
of characters who behave, in a colloquial sense, like a bunch of nuts? 
Do disjointed sentences, pointless dialogue, lack of plot and unmotivated 
action have any meaning for the modern audience? Indeed, they do. 
By making the characters and plot, if there is one, absolutely ridicu-
lous, the audience cannot identify themselves with the people in the play. 
This emotional detachment is necessary before an audience can be made 
to think. If you, as a spectator, associate yourself with a character in 
the play you will react subjectively and emotionally with him rather 
than objectively and rat ionally to him. Brecht attempted much the same 
thing when he refu ed to allow his audience to become emotionally in-
volved by throwing in a dirty joke or a ong to break your feeling of 
emotion. If you are alienated emotionally, you are more likely to look 
at things, in this case a play, with some degree of intellectual objectivity. 
What exactly then, do the entrepeneurs of Absurd Drama, such as 
Albee, expect us to see when we do examine their work objectively? 
Albee presents to us a world battered into so many pieces that there 
is no longer any up and down or left and right. So schizophrenic has the 
universe become that action no longer has purpose or direction. But if 
this be a true picture of the world, why then don't we see it this way in 
real life? Precisely because we are in the world, subjectively involved in 
it, we are unable to see the world as it is. Only when the absurdists force 
us out of the play denying us any identity with the characters are we able 
to rationally objectivise the world. Nor is it possible for the person in 
everyday life who is intimately involved with schizophrenic world, to 
realize how his own personality is disintegrated. 
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rn Absurd Theatre then, one must first try not to become involved 
emotionally in the story, and secondly, recogni ze that what is shown on 
the stage is a true picture of the world in which we live. The challenge 
then becomes one of making sense out of what is apparentl y nonsense, 
and yet the fir t step is taken as soon as one recognizes the apparent 
mess on the stage, as the world. As the noted critic, Mr. M. E slin, says, 
"The recognition that the fact that the modern world has lost its uni-
fying principle is the source of its bewildering and soul-destroying qual-
ity." Recognizing what is wrong is the first step to therapy and recovery. 
The group of playwrights dubbed absurd ists include Samuel Beckett 
(of Waiting for Godot fame), Arthur Adamov, Eugene lonesco, Jean 
Genet and mo re pertinen tly in the Engli h speaking world, Harold P in ter, 
Norman F. Simpson and Edward Albee. Although all these men are 
clas ed as absurdists, by its very nature absurdism tends to be eclectic. 
T hus, within the scope of absurdism wil l be found a wide range of vary-
ing op inion. Yet all absurd ists subscribe to the general theory that the 
world is not as it shou ld be and that the best means for correcting this 
problem lie in the exposit ion of absurdism. Edward Albee is included 
with in this group because his work attacks the very foundations of Amer-
ica n opt imism and because he chooses the Absurd T heatre a his med ium 
of exp ression. 
Albee's first play was The Zoo Story (1958) which tells of an out-
sider's inabil ity to communicate wit h a dog, let alone another human. 
Jerry, the outsider, approaches Peter, the confor mist bourgeo is, and tells 
Peter the story of how he tried to communicate with his dog. 
It's just . . Jt'; just that . . it'' just that if yo u ca n't deal with people, 
you have to make a start somewhere. WITI-1 ANIM.'\LS! Don't you ;ee? A 
pcr;on has to have some way E dealing with SOMETHING. If not with 
people . if not with people ... SOMETI-II G. With a bed, with a cock· 
roac h, with a mirror . .. no that's too hard , that's one of the last ;reps. With 
a cockroach , with a ... with ... with a carper, a roll of toilet p:1per .. 
no, not that, either . . that's a mirror, roo ; . . with God who, I 'm told 
turned his back in the whole thing some rime ago ... with .. . some day, 
with people. People. With an idea; a concept. And where better, where ever 
better in this humiliating excuse for a jail , where ever better to communicate 
one single, simpleminded idea than in an entrance hall? Where? It would be 
:\ START! Where better to make a beginning . .. to understand and just 
possibly be understood ... a beginning of an understanding, than with 
than with A DOG . Just that ; a dog. 
T his desperate attempt to establish genuine contact with a dog is 
Albee's way of saying that man, because be, the individual, possesses an 
essentiall y exclusive nature, cannot communicate wi th his fe llow man. 
The fa ct that Jerry has fa iled in human society and has been reduced to 
dogs for companions is reason enough fo r this supposition. In the end 
Peter stab Jerry, and Jerry says as he is dying. 
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Oh, Peter, I was afraid I 'd drive you away. You don't know how 
afraid I was you'd go away and leave me. And now I'll tell you what hap· 
pcncd at the zoo I think I think that while I was at the zoo l decided 
that l would walk north .. northerly, rather . . until l found you 
or somebody ... and I decided that I would talk to you ... I would tell 
you things .. and things that I would tell you would ... well here we 
arc. You sec? Here we are. But ... I don't know .. . could I have planned 
all this? o ... no, I couldn 't have. But I think I did. And now I 've told 
you what you want to know . and now you know what you'll see in your 
TV tonight, and the face I told you about . . you remember ... the face 
I told you about ... rny face, the face you sec right now. Peter .. Peter' 
. . Peter . .. thank you. I came unto you and you have comforted me. Dear 
Peter. 
So the only action that had real communication for Jerry was his 
death by another's hand. Only in sacrificing his own life was Jerry able 
to make contact with another human being. But we are forced to agree 
with the critics when they say that the ending does not do justice to the 
play. The melodramatic conclusion although concurrent with the thought 
of the play tends to degenerate into sentimental slop. 
Albee's next drama, The Death of Bessie Smith, a play in eight 
scenes, while not turning from the theory of absurdi m is somewhat less 
effective in this medium. It is grim social criticism based on the death 
of a Negro blues singer, in Memphis, who died of injuries received in an 
auto accident when two hospitals reserved for whites refused to admit 
her. The scope of the play it seems is one of more specific criticism than 
the sweeping indictment made by Albee in The Zoo Story. While it is 
of a different tone, it does begin to show a unique tendency in Albee 
which will see much development in his later work. Thi inclination, 
female dominance of the male, will play an important part in developing 
the characters of The American Dream and Who's Afraid of Virginia 
Woolf. 
Before beginning the duet of The Sandbox and The American Dream 
Albee wrote Fam and Yam, An Imaginary Interview, in 1960. It deals 
with an interview between a successful playwright and a novice writer 
who comes to him for help on an article he is writing. This play is not 
significant in the development of Albee so it will suffice that we have 
mentioned it. 
Of the same length but of much greater significance is the one 
scene situation, The Sandbox, using the same characters as tho e in The 
American Dream. Albee wrote The Sandbox to satisfy a commission from 
the Festival of Two Worlds in Spoleto, ltaly (where it was not produced). 
The American Dream fully develops the characters of The Sandbox, and 
is similar in no small way to Ionesco's The Bald Soprano. Albee has said 
of The A merican Dream: "The play i an examination of the American 
Scene, an attack on the sub titution of artificial for real values in our so-
ciety, a condemnation of complacency, cruelty, ema culation and vacuity; 
it is a stand against the fiction that everything in this slipping land of 
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ours is peachy-keen." In this play an American family, Mommy, Daddy 
and Grandma are in search, as Mr. Esslin says, "of a replacement for 
the adopted child that went wrong and died ." (Mommy and Daddy had 
to adopt a baby because "Daddy had his tubes cut." ) This substitute ap-
pears in the shape of a handsome young man- the American Dream, 
who says this of himself: 
. . . And there is more ... there arc more losses, but it all comes down 
to this : I no longer have the capacity to feel anything . I have no emotions. 
I have been dra ined , torn asu nder .. . d isemboweled . I have, now, onl y my 
person .. . m r bodr, m y face. I usc what I have . . . I let people love me. 
I accept the syntax around me, for whi le I kno w I ca nnot relate .. I know 
I must he rela ted to . I let people love me ... I let them touch me ... I let 
them draw pleasure from m y groin . .. from my presence . .. from the fact 
of me . .. but, that is all it comes to. As I told you, I am incomplete 
I feel nothing . I ca n feel nothing . And so here I am . . as you sec me. I am 
. . . but this . what you see. And it will always be thus. 
According to Albee then, America is striving for something that 
really isn't worth the effort. The young man, the American dream , has 
a healthy, seemingly vital exterior, but in ide he is a dissipated and de-
generate void. In the pl ay the Young Man is being paid to become a 
member of thi particular American family; he will do anything for 
money. It would be naive to think that Albee did not mean this to be 
a jab at America's most succes ful working philosophy, materialism. With 
this in mind Grandma's closing speech of the play takes on added sig-
nificance. 
\Veil , I g uess that just about wra ps it up. I mean, for better or worse, 
this is a comedy, and [ don' t think we'd better go an)' further. No. def ini tely 
not. So, lets k<I\'C thi ngs as they arc.: r ight now 
wh ile everybody's got w hat he wa nt' . 
th ink> he wa nts. Good night dea rs. 
wh ile everybody's happy 
or everybody's g-ot what he 
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf, Albee's first and only full length 
three-actor, brings to fruition much of what was only budd ing in his 
earlier work. In contrast, however, this play is less absurd and consid-
erably more realistic than his earlier pl ays . Along with Th e American 
Dream thi play develops the female dominance theme to its peak. 
Before discuss ing this drama the play-goer or the reader of this ar-
ticle must understand th at moral judgments on such a work are useless 
and a complete wa tc of time. The frequent exclamatory usc of "god-
dam," "Christ," and "Jesus" and the indelicate "sex scene" may not be 
regarded a irreverent or immoral because the characters can not be re-
ferred to any objective truth. They do not believe in God so how can 
they be irreverent? They have no morals o they can not act immorally. 
Thi is not to affirm such conduct, but merely to recognize it for what 
it is. Indeed it is just this-the collapse of the moral, religious, political 
and social structure-that Albee condemns. Albee has said that this play 
is written about "man's attempts to make sense for himself out of his 
sen eless position in a world which make no sense becau e the moral, 
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religious, political and social structures man has erected to 'deceive' him-
self have collapsed." 
Martha, the daughter of a university president, for whom George, 
her husband works, prefers getting smashed to having children and hates 
her husband, for as she says, "I'm loud, and I'm vulgar, and I wear the 
pants in this house because somebody's got to ... " George attempts to 
cover his inadequacies as a man and as a husband with biting repartee, 
but mostly he fails at this too. Nick, who is a new instructor at the same 
university, and his wife Honey come to visit George and Martha at two 
in the morning after all four have come from another party. 
Nick 
I meant I was impl ying I didn 't understand. ( under his brea th) For 
Christ's sake! 
George 
You 're getting testy. 
ick 
I'm sorry. 
George 
All I said was, our son ... the apple of our three eyes, Martha being 
a Cyclops . . our son is a beanbag and you get test)'. 
ick 
I'm sorry! It's getting late, I'm tired , I've been drinki ng since nine o'clock, 
m y wife is vomiting, there's been a lot of screaming going on arou nd here ... 
George 
And you're so testy. aturall y. Don't worry about it. Anybody who comes 
here ends up getting testy. It's expected .. . don't be upset. 
ick 
I'm not upset! 
George 
You're testy. 
, ick 
Yes. 
There is dialog here, but there is no conversation-no communica-
tion. If there is any contact at all it comes only in the form of a verbal 
tennis match. 
Martha 
Have you ever listened to your sentences, George' H ave you ever listened 
to the way you talk? You're too fr igging ... convoluted . . . that's what 
you arc. You talk like you were writing one of your stupid papers. 
George 
Actually I'm rather worried about you. About your mind. 
Martha 
Don 't you worry about m y mind, sweetheart! 
George 
I think I'll bave you committed. 
Martha 
You WHAT ? 
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George 
I think I'll have you committed. 
Martha 
Oh baby, aren't you something! 
George 
I've got to find some way to rea lly get at you. 
Martha 
You've got at me, George . . . you don't have to do anything. Twenty-
three years of you has been quite enough. 
George 
W ill you go quietly, then ? 
This inability to communicate is seen even more explicitly in the 
following dialogue between George and Nick. 
I've tried to . 
make contact ? 
Yes. 
Communicate? 
Yes. Exactly. 
George 
tried to reach you . . . to 
Nick (contemptuously) 
George 
ick 
George 
Nick 
Aw .. that is touching .. . that is . . . downright moving . . . that's 
what it is. (with sudden vehemence) UP YOURS! 
Not being able to communicate with other men must necessarily 
lead to chaos, and so it does. In Martha and George this inability breeds 
a marital hell which we shall hope never gets quite that bad. There is 
and expressionistic factor present in this play in the form of a "dream 
child." George and Martha have no children; however, they have men-
tally created a son as an illusion in their world. George has threatened 
before that he would get to Martha somehow, and so he decides to kill 
the "dream child." 
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George 
All right Martha. Well, Martha . .. I'm afraid our boy isn't coming 
home for his birthday. 
Martha 
Of course he is. I say he is! 
George 
Martha .. . our son is .. . dead. 
Martha 
YOU ... CAN'T ... DO . . . THAT! 
George 
I thought you should know. 
Martha (quivering with rage and loss) 
1 0 ! 0! YOU CANNOT DO THAT! YOU CAN'T DECIDE THAT 
FOR YOURSELF! I WILL NOT LET YOU DO 11-IAT! 
George 
He is dead. Kyrie, cleison. Christe, cleison. K yrie, eleison. 
Martha 
You cannot. You may not decide these things. 
George 
That's right, Martha, I'm not a God. I don't have the power over life 
and death, do I ? 
Martha 
YOU CAN'T KILL HIM! YOU AN'T HAVE HIM DIE! 
George 
YOU K OW TI-lE RULES, MARTHA! FOR CHRJST'S SAKE, YOU 
KNOW TI-lE RULES! 
Martha 
NO! 
George 
I can kill him, Martha, if I want to. 
Martha 
He is OUR child. 
George 
And I have killed him. 
ick 
I think I understand this. 
Nick says that he understands thi . Do you? If we regard the "dream 
child" as symbolic of man's illusionary world, then because of its destruc-
tion we could conclude that the play ends on a note of hope. In addi-
tion the final act is suitably named The Exorcism-the driving out of 
man's devil-illusion. Thus man has won a victory over himself by over-
coming his own illusion and thereby helping to re-establish some objec-
tive unifying principle. For if man will not try to conquer the malad-
justments of illusion and the oblivion of shallow material satisfactions, 
then in the end he is doomed for Huxley's Brave New World. Such a 
world Albee and the absurdists would save us from. Whether or not it 
is within the scope and power of absurd theatre to wake the world to 
the present crisis, only time can tell. One might ask why, after writing 
a play like The American Dream so steeped in Absurdism, did Albee 
turn to the comparitively total realism of Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf. 
If Albee, as the primary representative of absurdism in the United States 
is not satisfied with this medium, then perhaps the Theatre of the Absurd 
does not have future in this country. Such will not be the fate of Edward 
Albee. His work has improved steadily both artistically and technically 
to the present zenith of Who's A fraid of Virginia Woolf. His is a dynam-
ic new name in the theatre world from which we look for the theatre 
of a new generation. 
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To Edward Albee 
(on the occasion of his twenty-fifth birthday) 
C. A. COLOMBI, JR. 
Tolliver Phweetwok -
a strange sort of man -
Wen/ for a short walk; 
(brown bag and thermos and paper in hand) 
A lion can swift-stalk a little gray man 
Tolliver Phweetwok -
he went to the zoo -
Continued his short walk; 
(brooks brothers pinch-back and shoes from there, too) 
A lion can swift-stalk a little gray man 
Tolliver Phweetwok -
he sat on a bench -
He halted his short walk; 
(brown bag, with searching, produces a wrench) 
A lion can swift-stalk a little gray man 
Tolliver Phweetwok -
concussing the squirrels -
Enjoying his short walk; 
("What good's a human?" he smiled, at the girls) 
A lion can swift-stalk a little gray man . 
Tolliver Phweetwok -
too close to the cage -
Has ended his short walk; 
(brown bags get gobbled by bestial rage) 
A lion will swift-stalk a little gray man 
(whenever he can) ... 
The Great Schubert 
CARL F . GILLOMBARDO, JR . 
Lord Brougham's brisk tride carried him down the narrow London 
a\·en ue. A line of weary streetlamps pierced the darkening mi t and 
sprinkled the gl isten ing idewalk with cold radiance. The muted echo 
of his steady footfall mingled with the cheery click of hi handsome 
walki ng stick, and hi quick pace soon carried him far away from the 
House of Parliament. It was an early even ing in 1828, and Lord Brough-
ham was on his way home after ju t delivering his great peech on law 
reform, which Ia ted six hour , in a thin and exhausted hou c. Brougham 
knew him elf to be one of the most powerful orator of his time. His 
command of language, his boldness and well- tocked memory enabled 
him to dominate the House. His striking and almost grotesque appear-
ance heightened the effect of his voice. As his figure approached another 
street lamp, one could see his body bathed in light-a tall, eli jointed 
frame, with trong bony limbs and hand . These were the hands that 
could accentuate the power of his orations. And the clever modulations 
of his vo ice, now thundering in the loudest tones of indignation, now 
subdued to a whisper-all of these contributed to hi magical influence 
on the floor of Parliament. Already Lord Brougham was planning his 
strategy for the Reform Bill that he would successfully defend in 1832. 
So it was that Lord Brougham, flushed with succes , finally a rrived home 
and strode straight to his desk in order to pen an appropriate epigram 
that had entered his mind this very evening. Opening his journal, he 
wrote: "The true test of a great man-that, at least, which must secure 
his place among the highest order of great men-is, his having been in 
advance of his age." Lord Brougham re-read his epigram with obviou 
satisfaction, and th is progres ive politician, this eminently succcs ful pub-
lic figure headed for his bedchamber and future obscurity. Which of you 
readers could ever have guessed at the existence of Lord Brougham, 
much Jess have appreciated the fruits of his labo r? But which of you 
readers have not heard of Franz Schubert, or have not enjoyed his mu ic? 
Franz Schubert measures up to Lord Brougham's '· te t of a great 
man," but this gifted composer paid the full penalty for being " in ad-
vance of his age." In fact, it is conceivable that the highly celebrated 
Lord Brougham had just slipped into his soft bed at the exact moment 
that the shamefully neglected Franz Schubert had collapsed on his death-
bed on a chilly Vienna evening in November of 1828 . Indeed, Schubert's 
lonely death was a fitting denoument to his bitter life and ungucssed-at 
greatness. 
In Franz Schubert's personal history, there are no elements of the 
success story. A complete lack of recognition of his genius leaves the 
continuous obscurity of his years unbroken, so I cannot weave a sus-
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pensful story of his laborious climb to public acclaim. He saw much 
labor but little acclaim. The logical explanation for Schubert's painful 
obscurity is that he made no public appearances as a performer or con-
ductor. It seems that he lacked the ability to impres the public with his 
keyboard talent because the people were largely impervious to the charm 
and expressiveness of his playing. We can only guess at his failure to 
distinguish himself a a conductor. But one fact is clear; when one sur-
veys the lives of the other great composers, one realizes that all of them, 
without exception, first caught the public's eye as performer or con-
ductors. Schubert could not build his fame on that foundation, and, 
consequently, his "House of Fame" (as whimsical a thing as the estab-
lishment that Chaucer described) was not built in his lifetime. 
Whatever notices of him one finds in the contemporary musical 
journals of Leipzig, Dresden, and Berlin are of the same kind accorded 
to every young composer's work. lt would be misleading to cite them. 
Moreover, it is recorded that a young English musician, Edward Holmes, 
who was a friend of Keats and a biographer of Mozart spent the spring 
of 1827 in Vienna. During his stay, Holmes traveled in musical circles 
because he had vowed to glean every crap of information available re-
garding contemporary Austrian composition. Yet Holmes' records do 
not once mention Franz Schubert, even though 1827 marked the zenith 
of Schubert's immediate renown! In 1830, two years after Schubert's 
death, the French scholar Fetis published an exhaustive article on the 
state of music in Germany; there is not a single mention of Schubert's 
name throughout. All this serves to under core the pity of Schubert's 
unrecognized gen ius. Are not Matthew Arnold's famous lines in "Shake-
speare" more poignantly appLicable to Schubert's plight? " ... And thou, 
who didst the stars and sunbeams know, self-schooled, self-scanned, self-
honored, self-secure, didst tread on earth ungue sed at." 
But let us travel back in time to the year 1808, when an orchestral 
rehearsal is taking place at the Imperial Convict in Vienna (a fine school 
~· hich trains choirboys for the Royal Chapel). Big Joe Spaun, a natural 
leader among boy , is at the head of the first violins of the tudent or-
chestra. The earnest boys are playing, at sight, a symphonic movement 
by Haydn, and, as the music ri e rather unsteadily, Spaun becomes 
aware of an unu ually good violinist behind him. Whoever that boy may 
be, he has more accuracy, more tonal beauty, and more instinctive mu-
sicianship than any of the others. 
As the movement sweeps to a close, Spaun turns around and sees, 
to his a tonishment, an owl-faced little fellow in ill-fitting clothes, wear-
ing pectacles that seem to encircle his entire face. 
"You're a new boy, aren't you?" barks Spaun. "What's your name?" 
"Franz Peter Schubert," is the timid reply. 
"Not a bad fiddler for your size," remarks the big boy, with an air 
of kindly patronage. "I think you'll make the regular orchestra ." 
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"Oh, thank you," gasps the little Schubert, with a quick smile of 
appreciation. "I love to play." 
Before long little Franz had become the leader of the first violins. 
Spaun, delighted with the boy's success, takes a personal and un elfi h 
interest in him. "You are so mu ical," Spaun observes, "Why don't you 
try composing something?" 
"Oh, I have already composed some pieces in my head. But I have 
no paper to write them down. I get o many ideas. Some of them are not 
very good, I'm afraid." 
"Write them down anyway. Music paper is not hard to get. I'll have 
some for you today. Let me know when you need more." 
Thus, the abrupt, businesslike Joe Spaun resolved one of the most 
vital problems in the history of music. 
Little Franz Schubert, only eleven years old at the time of the above 
story, was unable to buy a few sheets of manuscript paper for himself, 
and the youthful Schubert was destined to never wriggle free from the 
sullen grasp of poverty. But even though he was to remain poor, Schu-
bert at least had the temperament and tastes suitable to poverty. ot 
even Mozart, whose character and destiny often paralleled that of Schu-
bert, was more light-hearted and easy-going. "Perfect freedom of action," 
says Schubert's biographer, "was the element in which he by preference 
moved, and for which he was content to make every sacrifice." To drink 
his mug of beer and eat his sausage, to flirt with pretty servant-maids 
and peasant girls, to discourse youthful philosophy and play practical 
jokes with the convivial poets, painters, and students, and above all , to 
fill reams of music paper with the sweet melodies that continually flood-
ed his soul-this was his conception of abundant happiness. 
Contemporaries have described the mature Schubert as a short, stout 
man, with round shoulders, thick, blunt fingers, low forhead, projecting 
lips, stump nose, and short curly hair. He was very near-sighted and wore 
spectacles from boyhood. 
Let us turn, now, to a brief consideration of Schubert's musical com-
position- the light of his life and the source of joy for many generations 
of music lovers. It is most fitting to begin with his most endearing mass 
of work, his songs; for although his composition in other genres has an 
equal claim to greatness, it was as a song writer that he first became 
known. 
Schubert was blessed with the ability to lift, by means of his music, 
even inferior lyrics (poems) to a universality and power that the poet 
could never have attained. "Winterreise" is the supreme example. Muller's 
poems relate the grief-crazed wanderings of a jilted lover, now crying 
out in anguish, now numbed with the thoughts of the past happiness, 
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to sed about by stormy weather, frozen by snow and icy winds. But the 
light of Schubert's genius shines steadily behind Muller's two-dimensional 
work until great shadows loom in the firmament; the unhappy lover 
as ume the tragic aspect of man himself, the wandering becomes man's 
bewildered progress through life, tossed by the winds of emotion, and 
frozen by the icy breath of grief. "Fremd bin ich eingezogen, fremd zieh' 
ich wieder aus .... " sings the lover at the start: "A stranger I came 
hither, a stranger I depart. .. . " These opening words of the little verse-
tragedy, in Schubert's hands, suddenly reflect the meaning of man's 
coming into this world, and his departure from it; the mystery is yet 
unexplained. 
But almost any group of Schubert's great songs reveal the mastery 
which produced "Winterreise." The songs, Die Junge Nonne, Sei mir 
gegrusst, A ufenthalt, and lm Fruhling, all show the remarkable meta-
morphosis of limited, commonplace words into a song with universal ap-
peal. When all is considered, we must recognize about thirty of Schu-
bert's songs as embodying such loveliness that they assure the composer 
a pre-eminent place among the great masters of the musical lyric. 
When we come to Schubert's instrumental works, we are apt to be 
mislead by his uperficial similarity to Beethoven. The fact that Schubert 
wrote ten symphonies (as compared to Beethoven's nine), twenty string 
quartets (Beethoven wrote sixteen), and many chamber and orchestral 
pieces (as did Beethoven) would lead us to believe that Schubert' work was 
of the same consistent greatness as Beethoven's. othing could be more 
untrue. All of Beethoven's symphonies and all of Beethoven 's quartets are 
of remarkable quality, but one cannot honestly say the same of Schu-
bert's compositions. For it must be remembered that the works of Bee-
thoven were written during the entire period of his artistic matur-
ity, from his twenty-fifth to his fifty- ixth year, and with the most 
laborious care. In stark contrast, we find that most of Schubert's work 
is a body of youthful exercises, in many cases tossed off as he would 
write a letter. Schubert wrote voluminou ly and carele ly, and died at 
tl.irty-one, as he was entering the prime of life; thus, many of his pieces 
must be cast aside before we can sec the outline and stature of his great-
ness. The compositions produced prior to 1820 are valuable today only 
because they lend some insight into the development of Schubert's artistic 
powers. 
The transition from careless youth to genuine manhood was hastened 
in Schubert's life by the harsh conditions that surrounded him. We have 
already mentioned the poverty that clung to Schubert, but ill-health found 
him in 1824; and to these two tormentors must be added the disquieting 
effect of public indifference to his compositions. His songs were favor-
ably recieved but only a small circle of friends appreciated his chamber 
and orchestral music. That he could go on, year after year, producing 
a series of splendid works, in a spirit of joyful devotion to art, proves 
that he could rely upon an inward conviction to sustain him. In a letter 
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to Joe Spaun, written in July of 1825 (when Schubert was twenty-eight 
years old), a friend of Schubert, Anton Ottenwalt, pay tribute to the 
composer's inward conviction: 
Schubert and I sat together until not far from midnight, and I have never 
seen him like this, nor heard him: serious, profound, and as though inspired. 
How he talked of art, of poetry, of his youth, of friends, and of other people who 
matter, of the relationship of ideals of life, etc. I was more amazed at such a 
mind, of which it has been said that its artistic achievement is so unconscious, 
hard ly revealed to, and understood by himself-and so on. Yet how simple was 
all this! I cannot tell you of the ex tent and unity of his convictions-but there 
were glimpses of a world outlook that is not merely acquired .... 
So we can see that the dingy outer circumstances of Schubert's life 
never tarnished his gentle spirit. "My compositions," he wrote in his 
diary, "are the product of my mind, and spring from my sorrow; those 
only that were born of grief give the greatest delight to the outside world." 
In another place, he wrote: "Certainly that happy joyous time is gone 
when every object seemed encircled with a halo of youthful glory .. . 
and yet I am now much more than formally in the way of finding peace 
and happiness in myself." And it i in this more mature period of Schu-
bert's life, the time between 1820 and 1828, that we find the essential 
Schubert. His C-minor string quartet of 1820 discloses a new world of 
dramatic expression, sincere feeling, daring modulation, and intricate 
harmony; from this time on, one masterpiece after another flowed from 
his pen: the "Unfinished Symphony" in 1822; the A-minor Quartet and 
the Octet in 1824; the G-rnajor and D-minor Quartets in 1826; the first 
two piano trios a year later; and to crown all the other , the C-major 
Quintet and the immortal C-rnajor Symphony in 1828. 
It is quite certain that Schubert never heard his two greatest sym-
phonies, the so-called "Unfinished," in B minor, and the "Great" C-major 
(which Schubert would have sold for f ive dollars!). Exactly why the B-
minor symphony was left unfinished has never been decided. Some critics 
suggest that Schubert himself realized that he could not live up to the 
standards set by the first two movements. He did leave thematic sketches 
for a Scherzo movement, but they seem far below the level of the in-
spirations already carried out in the existing two movements. Some fruit-
less, and perhaps foolish, attempts have been made to "complete" the 
'·Unfinished Symphony," but these naive effrontcrie have naturally 
failed. 
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It was Anselm Huttenbrenner who preserved the manuscript of the 
"Unfinished Symphony" after the composer died . Anselm had introduced 
Schubert to Beethoven during the latter's fatal illness, and tradition has 
it that Beethoven then said to them: "You, Anselm, have my mind, but 
Franz has my soul." When Beethoven was on his death-bed, Schubert 
was one of the few people be asked to see; and, when Schubert himself 
was dying a year later, he said in his delirium, "Beethoven is not here." 
One is disheartened to think how much of his own music Schubert 
probably never heard. He sometimes wrote as many as six songs in one 
day, selling them outright for twenty cents apiece. He never received an 
adequate return for his work, and seldom enjoyed the satisfaction of 
knowing that the public appreciated his genius. Only his closest friends 
recognized the gentle composer as a great man "in advance of his age." 
There is but one Franz Schubert, and he died in abject poverty at 
the age of thirty-one. 
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Friendship 
PAN THEOPHYLACfOS 
I took my heart and I gave it to the world, 
And found that Love was not enough. 
I bore my pains, and held my heart aloft, 
Afraid but sure that some were not so rough. 
I took my heart and gave it to a few, 
And found that Love was not a cure. 
I suffered in the loneliness and saw 
That what was once my heart was now a fashioned lure. 
I am, and am myself, and I am love, 
And I have found that I am Friend enough. 
I see my cross and his; I also am a lamp. 
I too can give to Caesar Christ's rebuff. 
Pan T heophylactos, a 1963 graduatt:, is the former poetry editor of the 
CARROLL QUARTERLY. 
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Editor's Choice ... 
Promise 
MICHAEL BLACK 
"Promise," by Michael Black, is reprinted from the Summer, 
1956, edition of the CARROLL QUARTERLY. A reading of 
the piece makes evident the reason for this decision. 
The door to the stuffy little room banged open, and in stalked 
George Fitzwater. George was somewhere between thirty-five and forty, 
of ordinary height, a little broad about the middle, but not alarmingly 
so. He was a redhead, and consequently an extrovert; and, as all red-
headed extroverts should, he sported a bushy red mustache of the style 
popular with British air force in the Second World War. In his hand he 
carried a briefcase. 
"Hello, Doc," he said, " I've got a surprise for you." 
Doctor Hans Bachman, was a tall, heavy man with a thick shock of 
blond hair who was sk irmish ing with his late fifties, and beginn ing to 
feel old. Before Columbia was blasted to a pile of radioactive rubble he 
had taught there. Despite his name, he was an expert on all things Celtic. 
He could read and speak Manx, Erse, Gaelic, Welsh, and Bretonic flu-
ently, and was looked upon as the foremo t living scholar and authority 
on Celtic literature and customs. As the door banged open he had been 
sitting, surrounded by malodorous cloud of pipe smoke, contemplat ing 
the glowing coals in his full bent briar, the battered veteran of many a 
late hour of study. 
"Hello, George, won't you ever learn to knock?" 
"This is no time for formalities, you old stuffed shirt; don't you 
know we're in the midst of an all-out war? Anyway, l've got a surprise 
for you." 
" o excuse for barging in that way. Got something big, l suppose, 
to bring you out this time of day. How'd you get here anyway? Radio 
said tube 5 was caved in." 
It is; direct hit up above. I came by the military tube. Have you 
been to the surface lately?" 
"No, no reason to." 
"There's nothing up there but radiation glow from horizon to hori-
zon. It's a ghastly sight, Doc, a ghastly sight. Well, I've got something 
for you." 
"Tobacco, I hope. I've been mixing mine with tea leaves to make it 
last longer." 
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"Nope. No such luck." 
Digging into his briefcase, he produced a ragged piece of vellum 
and a sheaf of notes. Giving these to Doctor Bachman, he sat back in a 
battered old easy chair, and proceeded to look like the cat that swallowed 
the canary. 
"What's this, eh! Manuscript ... in Latin ... Celtic characters!" 
"What century do you place it?'' 
"Hum, fifth or sixth: no later than the seventh. I'd have to study 
it quite a bit before I'd say for sure." 
"Ableman places it at fourth or fifth. He put it through the tests." 
"Well, I'll take his word for it; he knows his business. What'd you 
bring it here for?" 
"Read it and find out - no, on a second thought, I'll tell you. It 
should throw some light on early Irish Christianity. I found it in a box 
of manuscripts when they were vacating the University library. Ableman 
isn't sure, but he thinks it's originally either from St. G all or Lindisfarne. 
But read it." 
"I don't feel like struggling with Latin just yet," said Bachman lay-
ing aside the vellum and picking up the sheaf of notes. "This translation 
-yours?" 
"No, Ableman's. Mine agrees substantially with his." 
"Hum! This Fingal GiiiPadriag, is he the author or just the scribe?" 
"As far as we can tell, he's the author. There's not enough of the 
manuscript to make identification positive; but comparing the name and 
the contents, we think he's the author." 
"Um-hmmm!" Doctor Bachman read: 
And Padriag, Father to the churches of Eire, ascended a very high moun-
tain which lies in the kingdom of Connacht, in the place called Mayo, that is, 
'the pla in of yew trees'; the land of Maeve of the Golden Throat, of Snow-
white breast ; Maeve the crimson-lipped, the Leader of Armies, the Warrior 
Queen, the Destroyer of Battle-breaking Heroes, the Rav isher of Ulster, and 
the Doom of Cucullcn. 
"Hum," said Bachman, "this Fingal lists more titles than Burke's 
Peerage. Quite the old flatterer. I take it he's a Connacht mao." 
"Probably. Too bad Maeve couldn't have heard him. She'd have 
made him court bard. But read on." 
And after fasti ng forty days and forty nights, Padriag beseeched the Lord 
that the tender shoots of Christianity which he had planted might wax strong 
and tall, and ever-faithful. 
Thereupon, in answer to his prayer, the whole world was spread before 
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him. Many strange and unknown lands, and some to the west of Eire were 
seen; and all were aglow with the light of God's word . 
Whi le gn ing upon this scene of profound beauty, H oly Padriag perceived 
that far to the cast the light flickered , grew dim, and was at last completely 
extinguished. Swifter, now, than the darkest night came an ebon blackness, 
hell 's light, and covered the face of the earth, all complete, save only for Eire. 
In Eire of the saints, in Eire of the schools and ch urches, God's light rema ined, 
yet did not remai n. To the north it dimmed, and grew dimmer. Padriag w~-pt, 
and cr ied out in h is grief and anguish that it migh t not be. 
T he Lord sent an angel to comfort him in his sorrows. Father Padriag sent 
the angel winging heavenward with prayers and petitions. He seemed to bear 
aga in, as if afar off, the Children of Focluit Wood crying, " Pad riag, bring us 
light that we might sec." 
The angel returned with supplica tions unheard. H oly Padriag vowed never 
to leave his bleak mountai n nest 'til prayers were answered or 'til God called 
him home. 
Seven times in all was sent the angel, and seven times returned he. On the 
seventh he sa id, " Padriag, the Lord is weary of your pleas. So be it as you 
wish: but your beloved Eire must suffer much to keep the Holy light. 
"For a week of centuries she shall suffer a tyrant's heel, her churches 
razed wi ll be, her pries ts and holy men hunted even as a wolf, with the 
wolfs pr ice, and her schools will be destroyed; all learning forbidden. But she 
shall perservcrc and tr iumph ; she shall spread the light far and ncar. 
"And yet aga in the darkness sha ll cover the world, but fea r not, Pad riag, 
for the great sea sha ll press Eire to her bosom , and the wild waves sball rock 
where sa ints prayed and scholars taught. 
" God is not mocked. Seven yea rs after the grea t sea covers the Iloly Isle, 
the world shall g low aga in , though not in the fire of love, but in the fire of 
wrath. God shall destroy the world as He fo retold, in fla mes and desobtion, 
for it would not burn with His love. 
H aving so sa id, the an . .. 
"Well , that's the end of it. " 
"What do you think?" 
Puting down the sheaf of notes, Doctor Bachman picked up the 
manuscript, and studied it for a few moments. 
"Mum, vellum's nearl y perfect, the ink is barely faded, the Latin is 
legible, the coloring's still vivid, and the fragment's nearly complete; 
yet, I think it's genuine. Of course, I'd want to put it through a few 
tests mysel f before saying for " 
"No, no ! I mean the text itsel f. What do you think of it? 
"Oh, the text. Well I've been looking for some substantiation for 
that legend . This looks good, but I don't know. Off hand, I'd say it's a 
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combination of Malachi's prophesies and the imagination of some pious 
monk; but the age of the manuscript - if Ableman is right, and I think 
be is - would rule that out. I don't know. Can you leave it here for a 
while? I'd like to look it over more carefully later." 
"Sure, keep it as long as you like. Only Ableman knows I have it, 
and he wants your opinion on it too. Well, it's time I was going ... " 
"Stay a while ... here, have some whiskey. Riding those tubes takes 
a lot out of a man; you could use some new blood." 
"Thanks; don't mind if I do. Where'd you get this stuff anyway? I 
didn't know they had any down here." 
Bachman laughed. "They didn't. I found an old Scottish manuscript 
describing the making of uiscebaugh, so I rigged up a still of my own." 
"Damn it, Doc, you're wonderful, and worth your weight in gold to 
boot. But where'd you get the makings?" 
"Shhh, military secret. What you don't know won't hurt you, m'boy. 
Let's say that General Stuart likes a drop himself every now and again. 
Hum! Time for the news broadcast. Care to hear it?" 
"Yeah, guess so. You know, I miss television more than anything 
else down here. Conelrad does all right, though ; you've got to give 'em 
credit for keeping the radio going." 
"Quiet, he's coming in." 
.. has been verified. The Russians ha\'e dropped a bomb of unprece-
dented power a few miles off the west coast of Ireland. Athoritics believe it 
to be a guided missile with a cobalt warhead, the first of its kind to be used 
in the war to date. Great damage wos done; the west coasts of Scotbnd and 
England have been lashed by tidal waves thirteen or fourteen feet high, some 
even as high as twenty-five feet. The Hebrides, the Mull of Kintyre, the West-
ern-most parts of Scotland and Wales, and the Isle of Man have been inun-
dated. There is nothing left of Ireland but a few rocks still showing above 
the sea. An RAF pilot in the area at the time is quoted as saying, "The At-
lantic just seemed to leap up and swallow Ireland ; bloody show. The Rus-
sian is a poor shot; missed London by miles." It is estimated that over three 
million people vanished with Ireland. Since no enemy aircraft were dected 
in the area, authorities believe it to have been a guided missile that caused 
the blast. We repeat, the Russians have dropped ... hold on a minute, a 
message is coming in from London . . . we will have the message in a 
moment ... 
George looked at Doctor Bachman. He slugged down a quarter 
glass of whiskey and said in a still, quiet voice, "You wanted substantia-
tion." 
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The world will note, but will not long remember 
The somber ceremony of today, 
The bleak significance of this November, 
And what the graveside dignitaries say 
About our murdered presiden t. Instead, 
We'll tell our children of the disbelief 
With which we heard, "The president is dead," 
And the slow rising of surprising grief; 
The quiet groups of undergrads who stopped 
To hear a portable near Dolan Hall. 
Wh en the announcer spoke, their voices dropped -
How strange it was that day to hear them all 
So serious and saddened, and how odd 
To see the flag at half-mast, in the quad. 
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